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SUMMARY

A key challenge for the diagnosis and treatment of
complex human diseases is identifying their molecu-
lar basis. Here, we developed a unified computa-
tional framework, URSAHD (Unveiling RNA Sample
Annotation for Human Diseases), that leverages ma-
chine learning and the hierarchy of anatomical rela-
tionships present among diseases to integrate thou-
sands of clinical gene expression profiles and
identify molecular characteristics specific to each
of the hundreds of complex diseases. URSAHD can
distinguish between closely related diseases more
accurately than literature-validated genes or tradi-
tional differential-expression-based computational
approaches and is applicable to any disease,
including rare and understudied ones. We demon-
strate the utility of URSAHD in classifying related ner-
vous system cancers and experimentally verifying
novel neuroblastoma-associated genes identified
by URSAHD. We highlight the applications for poten-
tial targeted drug-repurposing and for quantitatively
assessing the molecular response to clinical thera-
pies. URSAHD is freely available for public use,
including the use of underlying models, at ursahd.
princeton.edu.

INTRODUCTION

A primary goal of current biomedical research is the detailed

characterization of the molecular basis of complex human dis-

eases to enable precise diagnosis and treatment. This requires

genome-scale approaches and the ability to distinguish among

diseases that fall along a continuous landscape of molecular

changes. Many human disease studies have used gene expres-

sion profiles to systematically quantify and compare genome-
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wide changes between healthy/normal samples and patient

samples for a number of different diseases (Dunckley et al.,

2006; Gomez Ravetti et al., 2010; Hodges et al., 2006; Moran

et al., 2006; Das and Rao, 2007; Kawakami et al., 2006; Namløs

et al., 2012). The resulting differential mRNA abundance of thou-

sands of genes captures the genome-wide perturbations of

genes and pathways that underlie the disease of interest

compared to normal tissue. However, complex diseases share

other underlying genetic and functional changes, with only

some perturbations being unique to a specific disease. For

example, in autoimmune diseases Sjögren syndrome (SS) and

systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), blood profiling experi-

ments revealed remarkably similar upregulation of type 1 IFN-

inducible genes in clinical samples for both conditions, yet there

are clear distinctions in clinical presentations suggesting impor-

tant differences in etiology undetectable with the traditional ap-

proaches (Pascual et al., 2010). From the myriad of observed

expression changes, it is impossible to tease apart those unique

to a single disease when the analysis of disease gene expression

is done in isolation.

Integration of individual genome-wide expression studies of-

fers a promising path toward a better understanding of the

distinct characteristics of multiple human diseases. Several ef-

forts have taken a meta-analysis approach and integrated the

differential expression analyses of individual studies (Huang

et al., 2010; Suthram et al., 2010). However, such approaches

neglect the relationships among complex diseases and inadver-

tently pass over distinctive signatures unique to a single disease

in the disease continuum. Early efforts at examining multiple dis-

eases holistically demonstrated the promise of such analyses

(Amar et al., 2015; Schmid et al., 2012), but they were limited

to a single expression platform (Schmid et al., 2012) in disease

coverage (Amar et al., 2015) and scale (Amar et al., 2015; Schmid

et al., 2012). Therefore, a unified scalable framework is needed to

tackle the challenge of understanding the functional and

anatomical context of each disease in the context of all other

related diseases. This framework needs to be comprehensive

(i.e., covering a large number of diseases) and data-driven (i.e.,

taking advantage of thousands of clinical gene expression
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datasets) in order to uncover subtle differences between similar

diseases and highlight identifiable aspects of even rare diseases.

Here, we present URSAHD (Unveiling RNA Sample Annotation

for Human Diseases), a systematic framework that utilizes thou-

sands of clinical samples and explicitly identifies the distinctive

molecular characteristics of 335 human diseases. Leveraging

the large gene expression data compendium and the hierarchy

of anatomical relationships of human diseases, URSAHD uses

machine learning to build individual disease-specific models

and integrates them in a probabilistic framework to provide

hierarchically consistent estimates of disease signals. This

approach does not rely on literature-based disease-gene asso-

ciations and overcomes patient, tissue, dataset, and profiling-

technology biases. We demonstrate that URSAHD outperforms

other approaches using individual disease genes or traditional

normal/disease differential expression analysis in quantifying

disease signals. In addition to accurately detecting and charac-

terizing disease in any sample, URSAHD provides interpretable

genome-widemodels that enable insights into the biological pro-

cesses, pathways, and tissues underlying each prediction.

These can be applied to addressing central challenges in

research and drug development, including guiding hypothesis

generation and experimentation, associating molecularly similar

diseases as the first step for drug repurposing, and quantitively

tracking responses to drug therapy in disease samples so as

to differentiate responders from non-responders. URSAHD is

implemented in a publicly available, user-friendly web server at

ursahd.princeton.edu, where biomedical researchers can sub-

mit their gene expression data to obtain data-driven quantifica-

tion of disease signals.

RESULTS

Accurate Data-Driven Characterization of the Human
Disease Landscape
To characterize both distinctive and sharedmolecular processes

underlying each human disease (Figure S1A), we developed a

data-driven approach leveraging a large compendium of clinical

expression data. First, we manually annotated the disease infor-

mation for 8,359 gene expression experiments of clinical bi-

opsies (both disease and normal samples) from 139 datasets

in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (Barrett et al., 2013).

This data compendium spans 335 disease terms after propaga-

tion along the MeSH hierarchy (Figure S1B; Table S1; STAR

Methods). To characterize each human disease, we first compu-

tationally model the distinctive, genome-wide features of each

individual disease by contrasting expression profiles of clinical

disease samples to that of all matched normal samples, all other

non-matched normal samples, and all other disease samples

(Figure 1A). URSAHD then integrates these individual disease

models into a unified Bayesian network based on the structure

of the MeSH hierarchy, which is loosely reflective of the anatom-

ical relationships among diseases, to provide hierarchically

consistent estimates of the specific disease signal (Figure 1B).

These data-driven models implicitly identify and ‘‘up-weight’’

genes whose expression differentiates the profiles of the disease

of interest from all other samples in the compendium (all normal,

matched, and other tissues, and all other disease samples). The

models, at the same time, shrink weights of the non-discrimina-
tive genes (see STAR Methods). Through this data-driven

approach, we detect complex disease signals in gene expres-

sion profiling assays, explore the landscape of human diseases,

and provide tools that can help biomedical researchers

address unsolved problems for therapeutic drug development

(Figure 1B).

The disease state of a given clinical sample is often inferred

from the expression of a single disease marker gene that is

considered representative of that particular disease state. While

the marker’s expression hints at abnormal molecular changes in

the underlying tissue or cell type, many known disease-associ-

ated genes are not exclusive to individual diseases. Thus, while

effective at distinguishing a disease sample from the corre-

sponding normal tissue, these marker genes often cannot distin-

guish among related diseases. Tumor necrosis factor (TNF), for

example, is a very common marker gene being documented in

the literature as associated, in some way, with 96 different hu-

man diseases as diverse as psoriasis, non-Hodgkin lymphoma,

and obesity (Table S2) (Bonifati and Ameglio, 1999; Leonardi

et al., 2003; Rosmond et al., 2001; Rothman et al., 2006).

URSAHDmodels, in contrast, can detect disease signal by taking

advantage of all genes in a gene expression profile. We tested

the accuracy of URSAHD in classifying gene expression samples

to specific diseases or healthy tissues and compared its perfor-

mance to the top scoring single disease-associated gene for that

disease (as defined by gene2mesh; Ade et al., 2007). We per-

formed a stringent evaluation to measure URSAHD accuracy us-

ing diseases with at least two independent data sets available

(32 diseases), allowing us to hold out a whole dataset during

training and demonstrate generalizability of themodels. URSAHD

outperformed the best documented single genes for 30 of the 32

diseases (Figure 2A; STAR Methods). Furthermore, for 75% of

these diseases, URSAHD models were over 10-fold more accu-

rate than the best-performing documented disease gene.

A key advantage of URSAHD models over published individual

gene markers is access to the full genome-wide array of expres-

sion signals, without relying only on a single gene or previously

publishedmarkers. Differential expression analysis between dis-

ease and matched healthy samples is the traditional genome-

wide approach for identifying disease-associated genes. We

thus compared the accuracy of URSAHD predictions with that

of a differential expression approach. URSAHD outperformed

the differential model for all 32 tested diseases on an indepen-

dent holdout test set (Figure 2B; STARMethods). This difference

in performance is likely due to two factors: first, not all disease-

specific genes are differentially expressed in a statistically signif-

icant manner, and second, traditional differential expression

models are focused on distinguishing between matched normal

and disease samples without considering the broader tissue and

disease context. For example, both the URSAHD and the

differential expression models for dilated cardiomyopathy were

enriched for heart-related anatomical MeSH terms such as left

ventricular hypertrophy (MESH:D017379), atrial fibrillation

(MESH:D001281), and heart atria (MESH:D006325). However,

performance of the twomodels was drastically different: AUPRC

of URSAHD = 0.9069, AUPRC of differential model = 0.0752, and

background random model AUPRC = 0.0074. This is likely

because 30 dilated cardiomyopathy genes documented in

the literature were not differentially expressed (z = �0.155)
Cell Systems 8, 152–162, February 27, 2019 153
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Figure 1. Overview of Method and Applications of URSAHD for Biomedical Research
(A) URSAHD integrates gene expression profiles for 8,359 diseased and normal clinical samples to quantify distinctive disease signals for 335 disease terms under

the MeSH disease category. Hierarchy-aware annotation is applied to effectively characterize individual disease models and these models are later aggregated

into a unified Bayesian framework consistent with the known hierarchical relationships. The resulting models provide accurate and sensitive disease charac-

terization of any microarray or RNA-Seq expression profile and enable disease insights for experimental follow-up. Note that no feature selection method or

curated gene sets are used in our approach.

(B) We demonstrate the applications of URSAHD for (1) accurate disease signal detection, (2) specific functional and (3) anatomical characterization of each

disease, (4) repurposing known drugs for the treatment of rare human diseases, and (5) tracking therapeutic drug effects using gene expression profiles.
but were enriched in the URSAHD model (z = 4.326). Neither

approach used any prior literature information. This trend per-

sists across other human diseases, including rare diseases

(Figure S2A). Furthermore, without retraining the models, the

URSAHD predictions were also consistent and accurate for

RNA-seq samples in the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (TCGA

data were not used in training URSAHD), further demonstrating

the accuracy and utility of URSAHD, independent of the profiling

platform (Figure S2C; Table S3).
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Interpretation of Disease Signals in URSAHD Models
To demonstrate the practical use of themodel information for un-

covering the pathophysiology of human diseases, we examined

the biological relevance of the top-weighted genes in the

URSAHD model for neuroblastoma (Table S4). Of the top 20

genes, 16 are verified in the literature to be involved in neuroblas-

toma: two (PHOX2B and LIN28B) are known susceptibility genes

for neuroblastoma, 11 are known to be highly expressed and/or

serve as biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis, and three are



Figure 2. URSAHD Accurately Detects Hu-

man Disease Signals in Gene Expression

Profiles

(A) URSAHD outperforms literature-documented

disease gene method across multiple diseases.

Scatterplot of AUPRC of URSAHD (y-axis) and

known disease gene method (x-axis). Each dot

represents the performance of these methods for a

specific disease. Red line is the identity line; dots

above the red line indicate diseases for which

URSAHD outperforms the documented disease

gene method.

(B) URSAHD outperforms traditional genome-

wide differential expression approach (normal/

disease). Scatterplot of AUPRC of URSAHD (y-axis)

and traditional differential expression approach

(x-axis). Each dot represents the performance of

these methods for a specific disease. Red line is

the identity line; dots above the red line indicate

diseases for which URSAHD outperforms the dif-

ferential expression approach.

(C) MAB21L1 (Genbank: 4081) is required for the

viability of human neuroblastoma cells (BE(2)-C,

MYCN amplified, and SH-SY5Y, normal MYCN).

Error bars are SE from three replicates (unpaired

t test:****p < 0.001).

(D) MAB21L2 (Genbank: 10586) activity may

oppose MAB21L1. The growth defect incurred by

knockdown of MAB21L1 is suppressed by further

knockdown of MAB21L2. Cells were transfected

with siRNA against MAB21L1 (L1, 1.25 pmol/well),

both (L1 + L2, 1.25 pmol/well and 5 pmol/well,

respectively), or MAB21L2 (L2, 5 pmol/well) and

viability was measured. Error bars are SE (unpaired

t test:*p < 0.05, ***p = 0.001).

(E) Loss of ARHGAP36 (Genbank: 158763) leads

to a strong defect in migration. Cells were reverse-

transfected with Negative Control siRNA (10 pmol/

well) or siRNA1+ siRNA2 (5 pmol/well, each)

against ARHGAP36, and then Ibidi silicon inserts

were pulled 24 h after transfection to initiate gap

formation. Average percent open area was used to measure cellular migration (unpaired t test: ***p = 0.0063, 95% CI.) Three control wells and six knockdown

wells were followed. The experiment was repeated with similar results. Blue scale bar is 500 mm.

(F) Kaplan-Meyer survival analysis: high ARHGAP36 (NM_144967) expression levels are associated with improved survival for neuroblastoma patients (RNA-Seq

dataset GEO: GSE49710, n = 498).
associated with embryonic and nervous system development

with relevance to neuroblastoma (Table S4). We experimentally

investigated the four remaining top-weighted genes, which

had no prior association with neuroblastoma: MAB21L1,

MAB21L2, ARHGAP36, and LOC105007194. Using RT-PCR,

we first confirmed the expression of all four genes in BE(2)-C

cells, a human MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma cell line (Fig-

ure S3). In these cells, knockdown ofMAB21L1with two different

siRNAs led to a growth phenotype: 35% viable (siRNA1) and

77% viable (siRNA2) (Figure 2C, left panel; Figures S3A and

S3B). This phenotype was corroborated in a second, non-

MYCN-amplified, human neuroblastoma cell line, SH-SY5Y (Fig-

ure 2C, right panel). MAB21L2, a MAB21L1 homolog, did not

have a growth defect on its own, despite knockdown of mRNA

to a similar extent as MAB21L1 (Figure 2D). Subsequently, we

tested if the depletion of both MAB21L1 and MAB21L2 would

lead to a larger effect than MAB21L1 alone. However, knock-

down of MAB21L2 suppressed the growth defect of MAB21L1,
suggesting antagonistic functions for this pair of gene products

in neuroblastoma proliferation.

ARHGAP36 is a putative Rho GTPase-activating protein (GAP)

that activates the expression of Hippo pathway transcription fac-

tors but its pathophysiological role in neuroblastoma remains to

be elucidated (Rack et al., 2014). Since Rho-GAP proteins are

known to regulate actin organization and cell migration (Jaffe

and Hall, 2005), we tested whether cell migration might be per-

turbed when ARHGAP36 expression was disrupted. To this

end, we used Ibidi silicon inserts to generate uniform gaps,

and simultaneously plated and transfected BE(2)-C cells with

two siRNAs at low concentrations to knockdown all isoforms

of ARHGAP36 (Figure S3C). 42 h following the removal of the in-

serts, we found a 45%±17 deficit in gap closure in ARHGAP36

depleted cells (Figure 2E, n = 6, p value = 0.0063). Even

after 72 h, the gaps were not closed in the ARHGAP36 knock-

down wells, whereas all control-transfected gaps were

completely filled, indicating that ARHGAP36 promotes migration
Cell Systems 8, 152–162, February 27, 2019 155



Figure 3. Distinctive Functional Characterization of Neuroblastoma and Related Diseases of Ectodermal Origin

Each heatmap summarizes the top functional (GO biological process) enrichments in the URSAHD models for neuroblastoma, glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma,

and melanoma. Each ectodermal disease is characterized by their distinctive functional associations. See also Table S5.
in neuroblastoma cells. This function may be protective in vivo,

as high expression of ARHGAP36was associatedwith increased

survival among neuroblastoma patients (GEO:GSE49710) (Bon-

feroni-corrected p value = 1.6e�05; Figure 2F). These preliminary

experiments are consistent with possible roles for these genes in

neuroblastoma—genes that were not previously linked to neuro-

blastoma but are among the top-weighted URSAHDmodel genes

for neuroblastoma. The URSAHD model gene weights are avail-

able on the website for use by researchers in studying their dis-

ease of interest.

We next examined how well URSAHD models resolve similar

diseases. Neuroblastoma, glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma,

and melanoma all originate from ectodermal tissues and exhibit

similar characteristics of tumor-host interaction at the molecular

level (Somasundaram and Herlyn, 2009). Nonetheless, each

ectodermal disease exhibits unique signs and symptoms used

for diagnosis, targeted treatment, and prognosis. URSAHD

models for the four ectodermal diseases were enriched with

functional characteristics specific to each individual disease,

consistent with the known literature as indicated by the associ-

ated disease MeSH term (Figure 3). For example, the URSAHD

model for neuroblastoma was enriched with neuron-develop-

ment-related processes and leukocyte migration-related pro-
156 Cell Systems 8, 152–162, February 27, 2019
cesses, recapitulating its known neural-crest-derived origins

and lymphocytic infiltration (Lauder and Aherne, 1972; Yang

et al., 1994). The glioblastoma model was specifically enriched

with distinctive pathways relevant to its strong dysregulation of

circulating immunoglobulin, extracellular matrix structure, and

angiogenesis to aggressively invade the brain parenchyma

(Godard et al., 2003; Kaufman et al., 2005; Payne and Huang,

2013; Zhou et al., 2010). Note that a biological process with

low enrichment does not mean the process is not operational

or that there is a complete lack of related gene expression: it

does indicate the gene or process is less discriminative for the

disease state (e.g., housekeeping genes). Interestingly, gluco-

corticoid metabolism-related biological processes were most

enriched in the oligodendroglioma models. Such association en-

courages the further investigation of glucocorticoid metabolism

and its role in oligodendroglioma, especially in the context of

MYOC (myocilin, trabecular meshwork inducible glucocorticoid

response, also known as TIGR), which is a known mediator of

oligodendrocyte differentiation (Clark et al., 2001; Kwon et al.,

2014). We provide the functional enrichments for the URSAHD

models in Table S5.

Understanding the anatomical context of each disease is

crucial for accurate diagnosis and treatment of the disease.



Figure 4. Anatomical Context of Diseases Associated with T Lymphocytes and B Lymphocytes (Red Borders)

Bipartite graph of disease terms (blue squares) and anatomical MeSH terms (black font). Associations based on enrichment score over 5 are shown. See also

Table S5.
A unified human disease framework must account for such

anatomical characteristics while focusing on specific disease

signals rather than picking up general characteristics of the

tissue of origin. In order to control for such bias, URSAHD

used corresponding normal tissue samples as negative exam-

ples to discourage any discrimination derived only from the

tissue-specific differences between an unrelated disease and

the disease of interest (see STAR Methods). Thus, URSAHD

provides a data-driven view of disease-specific tissue and

cell-type association (Figure S4; Table S5). To illustrate, we

show the disease model associations with B- and T-lympho-

cyte-specific genes (Figure 4). Mycosis fungoides, a common

form of cutaneous T cell lymphoma and peripheral T cell lym-

phoma were exclusively and appropriately associated with T

lymphocytes and not B lymphocytes. The anatomical context

from inclusion body myositis (IBM)—a type of inflammatory

myopathy characterized by the invasion of T cells to muscle

fiber tissue—was well represented in this local bipartite

graph, connecting T-lymphocyte- and skeletal-muscle-related

anatomical terms. It is worth emphasizing that no gene selec-

tion or prior knowledge of IBM was used to construct the

URSAHD model. B lymphocyte genes were instead over-repre-

sented with B cell lymphomas such as follicular lymphoma and

diffuse large B cell lymphoma (Figure 4). Autoimmune or

immune-mediated pathogen diseases associated with B lym-

phocytes were SS, inflammatory bowel diseases, and respira-

tory syncytial virus infections. This separate clustering among

immune-related diseases shows the distinctive, anatomical

context set by the data-driven models of URSAHD. See

Table S5 for the complete list of the anatomical enrichment

scores for all disease models.
Targeted Drug Repurposing for Rare Diseases Using the
Distinctive Models of URSAHD

The data-driven approach of URSAHD provides a promising

avenue for general drug repurposing, potentially beneficial for

over 5,400 rare (or orphan) diseases (Aymé et al., 2015). Drug

development for these diseases is difficult as their underlying

mechanisms are not well-understood and detailed study is

limited by sample numbers and financial considerations. Here,

we leveraged the URSAHD models, which only require expres-

sion data and thus are robust to lack of prior knowledge, to

associate each rare disease to a well-studied disease with

documented drug therapies. Specifically, we calculated the

PAGE enrichment of the well-studied disease genes in the rare

disease URSAHDmodels (see STARMethods) and significant as-

sociations were used to generate candidates for potential drug

repurposing (Figure 5A; Table S6).

To evaluate the relevance of these associations for drug repur-

posing, we used pairs of diseases that have known shared ther-

apeutic drugs documented in Comparative Toxicogenomics

Database (CTD). We found diseases that share a therapeutic

drug were significantly more associated than random pairs of

diseases that may or may not share a drug (paired ranked-sum

test, p value = 10�23). These results indicate that the URSAHD-

based approach can provide data-driven drug repurposing hy-

potheses for rare diseases without relying on prior knowledge

about either disease biomarkers or known drug targets.

Successful application of this approach is demonstrated by

the URSAHD drug repurposing predictions for two different ane-

mias: sideroblastic anemia (SA) and refractory anemia with

excess blasts (RAEB). SA andRAEB are both conditions in which

the blood does not contain enough healthy red blood cells to
Cell Systems 8, 152–162, February 27, 2019 157



Figure 5. Targeted Drug Repurposing from Data-Driven Disease-

Disease Associations

(A) Drug repurposing schematic. Known targets were taken from curated as-

sociations in the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database. Associations be-

tween well-studied diseases and rare diseases were calculated based on

enrichment of common disease genes in the URSAHD model for a rare disease

(STAR Methods).

(B and C) Representative drug predictions for two different anemias. Both

‘‘sideroblastic anemia’’ and ‘‘refractory anemia with excess blasts’’ have very

similar gene expression profiles, yet URSAHD models identified distinctive

biological signals and led to specific and mechanistically appropriate drug

predictions for each disease. See Figure S5 for enriched processes in SA and

RAEB and Table S6 for all drug predictions. The RAEB histology photo is re-

printed with permission from the American Society of Hematology. The SA

photo is from the SA Wikipedia page where no attribution was indicated.
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carry sufficient oxygen (Sankaran and Weiss, 2015), conse-

quently, both anemias exhibit similar gene expression profiles

(median sample correlation within biological replicates for each

disease is 0.891 (SA) and 0.875 (RAEB), and correlation between

the two diseases is 0.875). However, this similarity discounts the

mechanistic differences between SA and RAEB that lead to the

anemia and necessitate different treatment approaches: SA is

an iron storage disease and RAEB manifests due to defects in

cell differentiation.

URSAHD models detected appropriate hallmark processes for

each disease that mechanistically differentiate these two

anemias leading to appropriate candidates for repurposing. Spe-

cifically, we found a strong statistical association between the

URSAHD RAEB model and Wilms tumors (MESHID:D009396)

due in part to up-weightinggenes related toaberrant hypermethy-

lation and megakaryocyte differentiation (Figures 5B and S5,

p value = 2.3 3 10�4). Based on this association, URSAHD pre-

dicted cancer chemotherapy drugs such as cisplatin, etoposide,

melphalan, tretinoin, and vincristine to be effective for RAEB. Un-

like for RAEB, heme-biosynthesis-related biological processes

were enriched in the URSAHD model for SA (Figure S5). Based

on its association with b-Thalassemia (MESH:D017086) and Iron

Overload (MESH:D019190), iron chelators, hematopoiesis stimu-

lants, and antioxidants (such as deferiprone, resveratrol, and

mangiferin) were among the drug treatment predictions for SA

(Figure 5C, p value < 1.0 3 10�5). Indeed, chemotherapy drugs

were shown to bring remission for RAEB patients (Itoh et al.,

1992; Kikuchi et al., 2012; Kuendgen et al., 2005; Whittle et al.,

2013) and iron chelators were successfully used for SA patients

(BottomleyandFleming, 2014;Martin et al., 2006).Note that these

treatments were not recorded in the CTD drug database. There-

fore, URSAHD models accurately distinguish the mechanistic dif-

ferences between seemingly similar diseases, and this distinction

can be leveraged to propose mechanistically appropriate drugs

for targeted treatments. The targets for 97% of drug predictions

(190 out of 196) were genes that are in fact expressed in the rare

diseases. See Table S6 for the complete list of therapeutic drug

predictions for rare diseases.

URSAHD Detects Molecular Changes in Samples after
Therapeutic Treatment
Accurately quantifying the efficacy of treatment is crucial for un-

derstanding drug-specific resistance and developing more

effective therapies. However, the effects of drugs are often

poorly understood at the molecular level, and clinical measures
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Figure 6. URSAHD Quantification of Efficacy

Following Therapeutic Drug Treatment

(A) The URSAHD predictions for ulcerative colitis

(UC) samples before and after treatment (GEO:

GSE16879, dataset not included in URSAHD

training). Each panel plots non-responsive (NR),

responsive (R), and control samples (N), respec-

tively. Before treatment with infliximab, URSAHD

estimated ulcerative colitis with high probabilities

for both responsive and non-responsive samples.

However, probabilities for ulcerative colitis

decreased after treatment only for the responsive

samples (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, N.S. = 0.021,

** = 0.00031).

(B) (left panel) The URSAHD predictions for psoria-

sis of skin biopsy samples before and after treat-

ment with brodalumab (GEO: GSE53552, dataset

not included in URSAHD training). (left panel)

URSAHD estimated zero disease probability in

control non-lesional samples (NLB), high predictive

probabilities of psoriasis for lesional samples

before treatment (LB), and low probabilities of

disease for samples after treatment (LA), demon-

strating a decrease in disease signal in response to

treatment. Wilcoxon rank-sum test, **** = 2.4310�9

(right panel). The URSAHD-estimated psoriasis

probabilities negatively correlated with dose of

brodalumab treatment, indicating a dose-depen-

dent decrease in disease signal.
of patient-specific outcomes are mostly qualitative, making it

difficult to systematically capture meaningful drug actions.

Here, we tested the ability of URSAHD to recognize the

genome-wide disruption caused by drugs in gene expression

profiles of post-treatment patient samples. URSAHD models do

not use any post-treatment samples for training but instead

rely on changes in disease-specific molecular signals to predict

the effectiveness of drugs for each patient (STAR Methods). We

first applied URSAHD to pre- and post-treatment ulcerative colitis

patient samples (GEO: GSE16879) (Arijs et al., 2009). Note that

this entire dataset was excluded from training URSAHD. For sam-

ples taken prior to treatment with infliximab, URSAHD estimated

high probabilities for ulcerative colitis for all patients—both re-

sponders and non-responders. For post-treatment samples,

URSAHD estimates were different for responders and non-re-

sponders and were consistent with the degree of mucosal heal-

ing, which was assessed independently in the original study

(Figure 6A).

As a second test, we applied URSAHD to a set of samples

from 25 psoriasis patients treated with brodalumab (GEO:

GSE53552) (Russell et al., 2014). The estimate of URSAHD for

psoriasis signal was low (essentially 0) for non-lesional samples

and high for pre-treatment lesional samples (Figure 6B, left).

URSAHD was never trained to recognize the effects of brodalu-

mab treatments or any other treatment effect (STAR Methods),
Cell S
but nonetheless, URSAHD found a signifi-

cant dose-dependent decrease of the

URSAHD psoriasis signal in post-treat-

ment samples (Figure 6B). Taken

together, we found that URSAHD tracks

molecular changes in response to drug
treatment and even accurately predicts the decreases of

disease signal in patient samples that are responsive to drug

treatment. Thus, URSAHD could provide a quantitative way for

researchers to define responders from non-responders and

assess the correspondence between molecular response and

clinical endpoints.

DISCUSSION

Here, we describe URSAHD, a computational framework that in-

tegrates themassive amount of gene expression data in the pub-

lic compendium guided by the anatomical relationships inherent

in the MeSH disease hierarchy and uses machine learning to

generate individual disease models based on a particular dis-

ease’s distinctive genome-wide traits. We show that URSAHD

can accurately detect the molecular signals unique to a disease,

even distinguishing among closely related diseases, using ecto-

dermal diseases as an example. We also demonstrate that

URSAHD outperforms traditional diseasemarkers and differential

gene expression approaches in predicting disease states and

classifies disease samples accurately while identifying many

understudied genes associated with human disease (Figure S6).

Furthermore, we provide experimental corroboration of the

predictions that result from the URSAHD model for neuroblas-

toma. The URSAHD approach relies on large dataset collections,
ystems 8, 152–162, February 27, 2019 159



underscoring the need for publicly available disease-specific

and normal tissue (i.e., GTEx) expression data.

Conceptually, URSAHD brings two key advantages: a focus on

differentiating between diseases (not just between normal and

disease states) and a genome-wide data-driven approach that

obviates biases toward well-studied genes and biomarkers.

These aspects of URSAHD are especially important for gener-

ating hypotheses for disease and treatment research, particu-

larly for diseases that are rare or under-studied on the molecular

level.

The URSAHD framework is extendable, requiring only training

samples and expert expansion of the disease hierarchy. To

demonstrate this, our expert curator expanded the MeSH breast

cancer node to include terms representing the PAM50molecular

subtypes (normal-like, luminalA, luminalB, Her2+, and basal),

which are not part of MeSH. We then retrained URSAHD with

appropriate gene expression samples. For each subtype,

URSAHD provided high scores to the appropriate subtype;

thus, demonstrating the extensibility of the URSAHD framework

(Figure S2B). Requests to include additional disease models

are accepted on the URSAHD website.

Understanding themolecular basis of the human disease land-

scape is paramount for therapeutic drug development and

proper repurposing of existing drugs that have been clinically

proven to be safe. URSAHD is not fine-tuned for a specific drug

treatment but is general in that it captures the distinct disease

signatures in gene expression data. We provided proof of

concept that disease signatures in URSAHD models can be

used to detect disease signal reduction in response to drug

treatment and to suggest appropriate drugs for repurposing. Ex-

tending URSAHD to other rare diseases is straightforward, as our

approach sidesteps the need for prior knowledge of causal

genes or tissue of origin. Altogether, this computational frame-

work can be used by biomedical scientists to gain mechanistic

insight into rare disease etiologies and repurpose drugs for the

thousands of rare human diseases.

The URSAHD interactive user interface provides both esti-

mates of disease signal for researcher’s datasets as well as links

to the interpretable disease models, including biological pro-

cesses, associated tissue and anatomical information, and

weighted gene lists that are directly usable by the biomedical

research community: ursahd.princeton.edu.
STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-MAB21L1, 1:1000 ThermoFisher Cat#PA5-31335; RRID:AB_2548809

Critical Commercial Assays

Lipofectamine RNAiMax ThermoFisher Cat#13778-150

SuperScript III ThermoFisher Cat#11752-050

RNeasy PLUS Mini Kit Qiagen Cat#74134

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

BE(2)-C ATCC Cat# CRL-2268, RRID:CVCL_0529

SH-SY5Y ATCC Cat# CRL-2266, RRID:CVCL_0019

Oligonucleotides

Silencer Select siRNA MAB21L1 (#1) ThermoFisher Cat# 8384

Silencer Select siRNA MAB21L1 (#2) ThermoFisher Cat# s8383

Silencer Select siRNA ARHGAP36 (#1) ThermoFisher Cat# s46108

Silencer Select siRNA ARHGAP36 (#2) ThermoFisher Cat# s46110

Silencer Select siRNA LOC100507194 ThermoFisher Cat# n506417

Silencer Select siRNA Negative Control #1 ThermoFisher Cat# 4390846

MAB21L1 ThermoFisher Cat# Hs00366575

MAB21L2 ThermoFisher Cat# Hs00740710_s1

ARHGAP36 ThermoFisher Cat# Hs01557499_m1

LOC100507194 ThermoFisher Cat# Hs04274314_m1

GAPDH ThermoFisher Cat# 4333764f

Software and Algorithms

URSAHD This paper http://ursahd.princeton.edu/

T-Scratch Tobias Geb€ack and Martin

Schulz, ETH Z€urich

http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch/software/

R2: Genomics Analysis and Visualization Platform Dr. Jan Koster http://r2.amc.nl

Other

GEO training datasets – see Table S1 N/A N/A

GEO ARHGAP36 Survival Analysis (Figure 2) N/A GEO: GSE49710
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Olga G.

Troyanskaya (ogt@cs.princeton.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell Culture
Cell lines BE(2)-C (CRL-2268, RRID:CVCL_0529, male) and SH-SY5Y (CRL-2266, RRID:CVCL_0019, female) were acquired from

the ATCC immediately before experiments and considered authenticated. Cells were cultured according to ATCC guidelines in

EMEM:Ham’s F12 (1:1) with 10% FBS at 37�C and 5% CO2. Experiments were performed with cells passaged fewer than 25 times.
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METHOD DETAILS

URSAHD: Hierarchy-Aware Characterization and Classification of Human Diseases
The URSAHD framework for disease prediction is set up as a hierarchical multi-label classification problem (Barutcuoglu et al., 2006;

Lee et al., 2013). Each individual disease classifier characterizes the distinctive features of expression profiles of the disease

compared to that of all ‘‘other’’ (i.e., control) normal tissue samples and unrelated disease samples (Table S1). The Bayesian network

then models the probabilistic relationship between these classifiers based on the MeSH disease hierarchy to correct the individual

predictions and thus provides an interpretable list of disease predictions for a given clinical gene expression profile.

Hierarchy-Aware Individual Disease Characterization
The set of positive and negative samples defines the learning criteria for the classifier, and so systematically setting the context of a

particular disease is important for a unified framework. We use the MeSH disease hierarchy to set this context, enabling the final

classifiers to capture the distinctive characteristics of a particular disease. Samples annotated directly to the disease term or any

of its descendant terms (i.e., more specific diseases) are considered positive. For example, both neuroblastoma and oligodendro-

glioma samples are considered positive examples for the neuroepithelial neoplasms (MESH:D018302) model because both neuro-

blastoma (MESH:D009447) and oligodendroglioma (MESH:D009837) are descendant terms. Samples annotated to only the ancestor

terms of the disease term in question are excluded from training; and those samples annotated to its sibling terms are considered

negative. That is, oligodendroglioma samples are considered negative examples for the neuroblastoma model because neuroblas-

toma (MESH:D009447) and oligodendroglioma (MESH:D009837) are sibling terms according to the MeSH hierarchy. To account for

the tissue-specific signals present in the samples (beyond the disease signals themodels are built to capture), every negative training

set also includes all control (i.e., normal/non-diseased) samples.

Specifically, given l pairs (sample data and their labels) of gene expression profile (vector) xi and its disease or control label yi for i˛
l, we build each individual disease model using the L2 linear SVM (with cost parameter c = 20) as follows (Joachims, 2006):

minw

1

2
wTw+ c

X
i ˛ l

max
�
1� yiw

Txi; 0
�2

Hierarchy-Aware Probabilistic Aggregation of Distinctive Classification Models
To hierarchically integrate and calibrate individual models, URSAHD used the structure of the MeSH disease hierarchy and defined

these relationships in a Bayesian network (Barutcuoglu et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2013). We modeled the unthresholded SVM output of

each term as a noisy observation byi of a latent binary event yi representing the true label (i.e., disease) of a given sample. The edges

from y to by established conditional independence of an SVMprediction byi to all other SVMpredictions byj (is j)given its true label yi. As

such, the likelihood was computed as:

Pðby1; :::; byNjy1; :::; yNÞ=
YN
i = 1

PðbyijyiÞ

Through 2-fold cross-validation, these conditional probability tables, PðbyijyiÞ, were estimated by counting the number of negative

samples with SVM outputs smaller than that of a positive SVM output. Laplace smoothing was applied for robustness.

The parent-child conditional probability tables were defined such that a label was true when any one of its children was true

(Barutcuoglu et al., 2006). The prior was computed as:

Pðy1; ::: ; yNÞ=
YN
i = 1

PðyijchðyiÞÞ

where ch(yi) is the children terms of yi. When none of its children were true (including when it has no children), a constant prior of 0.1

was assigned. We used the loopy belief propagation algorithm implemented in the SMILE library to infer the posterior probabilities

Pðyijby1; :::; byNÞ for each disease term (Druzdzel, 1999). These posterior probabilities were used to annotate gene expression samples

to a disease.

Comparison to Individual Disease Prediction Methods
Literature-Documented Gene Prediction Method (Figure 2A)

A common method to predict disease signals is from the expression of a documented disease gene. The documented gene-based

method picks a documented disease gene (from gene2mesh) that best distinguishes the disease samples (positives) from their

normal counterparts (negatives) based on the Area-Under-the-Precision-Recall-Curve (AUPRC) ranking accuracy. Positive samples

are from direct sample annotations, and negative samples are ‘other’ (i.e., control) samples in those datasets with positive samples.

Datasets with only disease samples or ‘other’ samples were excluded. Thismethod represents a typical single gene-based approach

that relies only on documented disease genes.
e2 Cell Systems 8, 152–162.e1–e6, February 27, 2019



Normal/Disease Differential Model (Figure 2B)

Genome-wide differential analysis between normal and clinical samples was performed by Support Vector Machine (SVM) trained on

disease samples from direct sample annotations (as positives) and normal samples from the same dataset (as negatives), as per

traditional differential expression setup with cost parameter c = 20 (Burges, 1998).

Training and Testing Setup
Method evaluations are often done with a random sample holdout. However, genome-wide experiments are prone to laboratory and

dataset biases, and so a simple random sample holdout can overestimate the performance of thesemethods (Leek et al., 2010; Rung

and Brazma, 2013). To control for this bias, the series/datasets of the manually annotated samples were randomly partitioned into

training and testing datasets for each term as done previously (Lee et al., 2013). Only disease terms with at least 2 positive and nega-

tive samples in both the training dataset and the testing dataset were evaluated.

Determining the Relevant Biological Associations of URSAHD Models
To extract biological information from URSAHD models representing biological processes, anatomical context, and disease terms,

we calculated the statistical association of defined gene sets using the PAGE enrichment algorithm (Kim and Volsky, 2005). Specif-

ically, to detect biological process and pathway signals in URSAHD models, we used the GO term gene sets; to detect anatomical

signals, we usedMeSH anatomy terms; to detect associations between diseases for drug repurposing, we used gene2mesh disease

gene sets (Tables S5 and S6).

Specifically, each individual URSAHD disease model is a vector of length m, containing weights for each gene: w={w1, w2, ..., wm}

wherem is the number of genes covered by the gene expression profile assay. Given a diseasemodelwd (the geneweight vector) and

gene set St representing term t, the enrichment score ztd representing the association between term t and disease d is:

ztd =
xtd � md

sd
xtd =

P
g˛St

wg

n

where n is the size of St and md and sd is the population mean and standard deviation of wd, respectively. The statistical significance

(p values) of the association between term t and disease dwere obtained by computing the probability of obtaining a z-score greater

than ztd from the standard normal distribution.

Documented Disease and Anatomy Genes
Gene2mesh uses curated MeSH annotations of PubMed articles to find genes that are statistically significantly studied with a partic-

ular MeSH term (Ade et al., 2007). We used MeSH terms under the ‘‘Anatomy’’ MeSH tree structure as anatomical MeSH terms, and

terms under the ‘‘Diseases’’ MeSH tree structure as diseaseMeSH terms. 396 anatomical MeSH terms and 509 diseaseMeSH terms

had at least 10 associated genes. Disease and anatomical genes were downloaded from gene2mesh on May 14, 2014.

Drug Repurposing Evaluation Based on Disease Associations
URSAHD disease models for rare diseases were associated with well-studied diseases based on the statistical association score of

each model with disease genesets (as described in section above).

To first systematically evaluate the approach of using URSAHD-based disease associations to generate drug repurposing hypoth-

eses, we tested our approach on known therapeutic targets (curated in the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD)

(Davis et al., 2017)) using all URSAHD models. Intuitively, if URSAHD-based drug repurposing hypotheses are informative, then the

significance score (as defined above) for URSAHD-associated disease pairs will be higher for those pairs that share a drug vs. all other

pairs. This evaluation is robust to the lack of true ‘‘negative’’ chemical disease associations (where the chemical is known to have no

therapeutic effects on the disease).

Specifically, let C be the set of all disease pairs that share at least one therapeutic chemical according to CTD. A paired Wilcoxon

signed rank significance test was used to identify significant associations between disease pair (t, d), testing the following condition:

Ed½ztdjðd; tÞ ˛C�>Ed½ztd�
where

Ed½ztdjðd; tÞ˛C�= 1

jCj
X

ðd;tÞ ˛ C

ztd and
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Ed½ztd�= 1

jT j
X
t˛T

ztd

where Ed is the probabilistic expectation for disease d, and T is the set of all disease terms in gene2mesh with at least 10 documented

genes. The association score between diseases that share a therapeutic drugwas significantly greater than randompairs of diseases

(paired ranked-sum test, p value = 10�23).

To predict drugs that could be used to treat rare diseases, we used significant associations between each rare disease and well-

studied disease. Specifically, for each rare disease t ˛ T, the disease enrichment scores ztd for all gene2mesh disease terms were

computed for URSAHD model of disease t and then, the annotated therapeutic drug for disease dwith enrichment score greater than

5 was considered a therapeutic drug candidate for disease t.

Therapeutic Chemical:Disease Associations
Chemical disease associations were downloaded from the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) on Mar 2, 2015

(Davis et al., 2017). CTD contains both curated and inferred chemical-disease interactions. Only curated associations with direct

therapeutic evidence were used, a total of 27,571 associations with 5,852 unique chemicals to 2,290 diseases. Hypertension

(MESH: D006973) had the most associated therapeutic chemicals (n = 343).

Rare Diseases
List of rare diseases were downloaded fromOrphaData V 0.9 on Nov 17, 2014 at http://www.orphadata.org (Aymé et al., 2015). 20 of

our models were for rare diseases (Table S6).

Expression Data Processing
The Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array (hgu133plus2) raw CEL files were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)

(Barrett et al., 2013). Their probes were mapped to Entrez GeneIDs using the BrainArray Custom CDF ver. 18. MAS5.0 with

default parameters and subroutines were used for normalization, and then log-transformed (Dai et al., 2005; Hubbell et al., 2002).

Therapeutic treatment datasets (GEO: GSE16879 and GEO: GSE53552) used only for analysis were also pre-processed and normal-

ized using the same pipeline (Arijs et al., 2009; Russell et al., 2014). Clinical information (patient id, diagnosis, treatment type, and

response type) were from the author-provided sample description in GEO.

Gold Standard Construction by Manual Annotation
High-quality sample annotations are needed to accurately compare and evaluate the performance of different approaches to esti-

mate disease signals in genome-wide experiments. Wemanually annotated 8,359microarray experiments of clinical patient samples

from 139 datasets from the hgu133plus2 platform. Available sample descriptions and other textual information inGEO and their asso-

ciated publications were used for this curation step. Disease terms in the MeSH disease category were used as the controlled vo-

cabulary. Normal or control (non-disease) samples were annotated as ‘‘other’’. For example, ‘‘unaffected sites’’ (GSM404013) and

‘‘surrounding noncancerous cells’’ (GSM490997) were annotated as ‘‘other’’. A total of 1 996 samples were annotated as ‘other.’

Reference, xenograft, cultured, or cell-line samples were excluded to avoid learning extraneous signals. The manual annotations

for 116 disease terms were then propagated based on the MeSH disease hierarchy, resulting the coverage of 335 disease terms.

TCGA’s RNA-Seq Sample Predictions
URSAHD disease models were trained on hgu133plus2 samples and so have not been specifically tuned for predicting sequence-

based expression profiling experiments. In order to account for this difference, samples from sequence-based technologies were

quantile transformed as done previously (Lee et al., 2013). The approximate maximum expression value 15 was used to impute

missing values in the quantile transformed sample. A permutation test was performed to filter insignificant predictions that might

have arisen from technical biases. Only the non-imputed values were permuted to compute random predictions of the null distribu-

tion. This conditional permutation controls for imputation bias. Insignificant predictions were assigned a value of 0.

TCGA’s RNA-Seq Version 2 IlluminaHiSeq normalized gene expression data (Data level 3) was downloaded on July 18 2014

(International Cancer Genome Consortium et al., 2010). Fifteen different cancer-types were covered by both TCGA’s RNA-Seq

Version 2 and the current disease models at the time (available on the URSAHD website). Predictions were made for a total of

6,172 RNA-Seq samples.

PubMed Article Gene Annotations
Human gene annotations to PubMed articles were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) onOct

31, 2014. The number of unique PubMed article associations for each gene is used as a proxy to estimate howwell the gene is studied

and characterized. 436,945 PubMed articles had at least one gene annotation. 33,454 unique human genes were annotated to at

least one PubMed article. The most studied gene was tumor protein p53 (TP53) with 6,592 associated PubMed articles.
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Cell Culture and Transfection
BE(2)-C (CRL-2268) and SH-SY5Y (CRL-2266) were acquired from the ATCC and cultured in EMEM:Ham’s F12 (1:1) with 10%FBS at

37�C and 5% CO2, according to ATCC guidelines. Silencer Select siRNAs were used for gene product knockdowns and were from

ThermoFisher ((MAB21L1 (s8383 (#2), s8384 (#1)), ARHGAP36 (s46108(#1), s46110(#2)), LOC100507194 (n506417), and Negative

Control #1 (4390846)).

Cell Viability Assay
Cells were transfected with 20–25 pmol of siRNA/well in triplicate in 6-well plates using RNAiMAX transfection reagent (Thermo-

Fisher, 13778150) and accompanying protocol. RNA, protein, and viability phenotypes were assayed 72 h post-transfection. Viability

was assessed by cell counting, and/or resazurin fluorescence assay. Both gave highly similar results. The assaywas done in triplicate

for each siRNA; three biological replicates were analyzed.

Quantitative RT-PCR
Expression was assessed by RT-qPCR. RNA was isolated from cells with Qiagen RNeasy Plus kit (74134); first strand cDNA was

synthesized from 400ng of RNA using with Invitrogen’s Superscript III polymerase kit (11752-050) according to the manufacturer’s

protocol. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using 1ul of cDNA with ThermoFisher TaqMan assays (MAB21L1 (Hs00366575),

MAB21L2 (Hs00740710_s1), ARHGAP36 (Hs01557499_m1), LOC100507194 (Hs04274314_m1) at 1X, and TaqMan Master Mix

(4369016) in triplicate or 5 replicates each. GAPDH was the endogenous control (4333764f). Assays were run on an ABI ViiA7

Real Time PCR system. Efficiency curves were assessed and found to be nearly equal across assays and end products sizes

were verified on 2% agarose gels. Quantification of relative gene expression fold changes were calculated by the delta delta Ct

method.

Western Blotting
To assess MAB21L1 protein levels, protein lysates were prepared from cells using RIPA lysis buffer and 1X Halt Protease cocktail

mix. 10 ug of protein lysate was loaded on to 4–20% BioRAD TGX-Stain Free gels. After resolution of samples on the gel, it was acti-

vated by UV light and protein loading assessed. Following semi-dry transfer to PVDF, blots were probed with antibodies toMAB21L1

(rabbit polyclonal anti-MAB21L1, ThermoFisher, PA5-31335, 1:1000) overnight at 4�C.

Cell Migration Assay
Cell migration assays were performed with BE(2)-C cells using Ibidi 2-well silicon culture inserts (catalog #81176) to create uniform

500 m gaps with minimal cell disruption. A minimum of 3 gaps were created for each experiment, imaged, and quantified for each

condition, and the assay was performed 3 separate times. Briefly, a 2 mL aliquot of cells (8.0 x 105 cells/mL) in culture medium

were reverse transfected with RNAiMAx transfection reagent (Thermofisher) and a total of 10 pmol of siRNAs. Immediately, 70l of

cells were plated into each well of the inserts and 24–48 h later when confluency could be verified, inserts were pulled up to create

gaps. Images were taken every 2–4 h for 48 h. The remaining 2 mL transfection was plated and used for viability assays at the im-

mediate conclusion of the migration assay. Using T-scratch software (Tobias Geb€ack and Martin Schulz, ETH Z€urich; http://cse-lab.

ethz.ch/software/), percent of area closed was calculated at 42 h, a timepoint before closure of control gaps. Cell doubling time is not

less than 42 h for BE(2)-C cells. Five isoforms of ARHGAP36 are documented; we used low amounts of two different siRNAs to assess

migration phenotype. Alone, neither siRNA1 nor siRNA2 gave a phenotype. The migration defect using both siRNAs was strong,

reproducible, and possibly linked to sensing and/or cell shape changes, as cells failed to extend toward the opposing margins,

even at close range (CLT unpublished observations). Viability was >90% for the single and double knockdown cultures.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical tests used for computational tests are explained in each subsection of the STARMethods. All experiments were performed

on at least 2 biological replicates (cells taken from separate cell culture passages for replicate experiments, e.g., for migration assays

and Western blots) but usually 3–5 times (qRT-PCR experiments, and viability assays). Samples were not excluded from any exper-

imental analyses. Sample size estimation power analyses were not performed before experiments. Researchers were not blinded to

samples for experiments. Unpaired t-test was used to test for significance of different gap sizes in the technical replicates of the

migration assay.

Kaplan-Meyer Survival Analysis
Survival data in a neuroblastoma RNA-Seq dataset (GEO: GSE49710, n = 498 RNA-seq profiles from 498 primary neuroblastomas)

were analyzed using the R2: Genomics Analysis and Visualization Platform (http://r2.amc.nl). High and low expression cutoff were

scanned with a minimal group size of 8. Samples were not filtered by sample variables. Event free survival was used to assess prog-

nostic value.
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DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

All data used in the paper are published previously and publicly available at GEO. Datasets used are listed in Table S1 and the Key

Resources Table.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Description: ursahd.princeton.edu

The URSA webserver is a public, user-friendly, dynamic web server for researchers to identify disease signals in any gene expres-

sion experiment as well as examine and use the underlying URSAHD disease models to further guide research efforts. Researchers

may suggest new models from the interface.
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Figure  S1.  Related  to  Figure  1.  Relationships  between  diseases  represented  in  URSAHD  (a)  
MeSH  disease  sub-hierarchy  for  Breast  Neoplasms.  Such  disease  complexity  must  be  
accounted  for  accurate  characterization  of  specific  disease  signals.  (b)  Word  cloud  of  116  
disease  terms  covered  in  manual  curation  of  8359  gene  expression  profiles.  Size  of  term  
corresponds  to  the  number  of  profiles  annotated  to  the  term.  Text  color  is  set  for  visualization.  
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Figure  S2.  Related  to  Figure  2.  (a)  Documented  disease  genes  (i.e.  gene2mesh  genes)  are  
more  enriched  in  URSAHD  models  over  traditional  normal/disease  models  based  on  differential  
gene  expression.  Scatterplot  comparison  of  documented  disease  gene  set  enrichment  in  
URSAHD  models  (y-axis)  and  normal/disease  differential  models  (x-axis).  Red  line  is  the  identity  
line  and  so  dots  above  the  red  line  indicate  diseases  with  greater  enrichment  score.  (b)  URSAHD  
accurate  prediction  for  breast  subtypes.  In  each  panel,  we  query  URSAHD  with  samples  not  
used  in  training  belonging  to  each  subtype,  and  plot  the  URSAHD  probability  scores  for  each  of  
the  possible  subtypes  (Normal-like,  LumA,  LumB,  Her2+,  Basal).  (c)  Without  retraining,  
URSAHD-  (trained  only  on  microarray  data)  accurately  predicts  cancer  samples  from  TCGA’s  
RNA-Seq  collection.  6172  samples  across  15  different  cancer  types  were  predicted.  Mean  
reciprocal  rank  of  the  correct  prediction  is  shown  for  each  cancer  type.  Red  line  indicates  
performance  of  random  prediction.  
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Figure  S3.  Related  to  Figure  2.  Expression  of  top  neuroblastoma  URSAHD  model  genes:  
MAB21L1,  MAB21L2,  and  ARHGAP36  in  BE(2)-C  human  neuroblastoma  cells  (a)  Expression  
and  efficient  knockdown  of  MAB21L1  expression.  qPCR  of  MAB21L1  expression  levels  in  
BE(2)-C  cells  transfected  with  negative  control  siRNA  or  MAB21L1  siRNA1  or  siRNA2  (20  
pmol/well;;  unpaired  t-test:  ***p=0.001,  ****p  <0.0001).  Error  bars  represent  standard  error  in  
three  replicates.  (b)  corresponding  protein  levels  following  MAB21L1  knockdown.  (c)  Expression  
and  efficient  knockdown  of  ARHGAP36.  BE(2)-C  cells  were  transfected  in  triplicate  with  
negative  control  siRNA  (10pmol/well)  or  with  ARHGAP36  siRNA1  (10  pmol/well),  siRNA2  (10  
pmol/well)  or  siRNA1+2  (5  pmol/well,  each)(*p<.05,  ****p<0.0001).  Error  bars  are  SE.  
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Figure  S4.  Related  to  Figure  4.  Anatomical  context  defined  by  the  URSAHD-’s  disease  models.  
Bipartite  graph  of  disease  terms  (blue  squares)  and  anatomical  MeSH  terms  (grey  circles).  
Associations  based  on  enrichment  score  over  5  were  shown.  Examples  include  heart  diseases  
connected  to  heart-related  tissues/cell-types  and  tissue-specific  cancers  connected  to  their  
appropriate  tissue  of  origin.     
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Figure  S5.  Related  to  Figure  5.  Top  20  GO  term  enrichments  for  URSAHD’s  Sideroblastic  
Anemia  model  and  Refractory  Anemia  with  Excess  Blasts  (RAEB)  model.  Enrichments  for  
URSAHD’s  models  accurately  describe  the  inefficient  binding  and/or  transportation  of  the  heme  
molecule  in  Sideroblastic  Anemia,  and  the  misregulation  of  hematopoiesis  in  RAEB.  
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Figure  S6.  Related  to  Figure  2  Significant  differences  between  the  number  of  published  studies  
associated  with  disease  genes  versus  URSAHD  top  model  genes.  For  each  disease,  the  number  
of  PubMed  articles  associated  with  the  top  model  genes  was  compared  to  the  number  of  
PubMed  articles  associated  with  the  disease-documented  genes  and  found  to  be  significantly  
less  (unpaired  Mann–Whitney  U  test),  implying  URSAHD  model  genes  are  understudied  
compared  to  documented  disease  genes.  The  distribution  of  the  p-values  for  122  diseases  with  
at  least  10  disease-documented  genes  are  shown.  
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